
ABSTRACT 

The commercial air travel industry has become an integral part of today’s society, providing an affordable mean 
for people to commute safely. The comfort and speed of air travel is no longer enjoyed by the privileged few. The 
acceptance of it as a common mode of transportation has driven the entire ecosystem to be price-sensitive and 
still meeting the quality and safety standards set by the regulatory authorities. 

The state of the aircraft, and the service offered by the airline to the passengers are two of the most important 
components of this ecosystem. There are also strong pressures by the regulators to reduce CO2 emissions and noise 
pollution. This keen competition has driven the airlines to offer refreshed cabins and a better travel experience for 
their passengers. ST Aerospace has grown to become a major global player in aviation MRO (Maintenance, Repair, 
Overhaul) operations. In this highly regulated environment, creativity and innovation are key in maintaining a 
competitive edge. Automation and smart connectivity in all the processes are the backbone of her innovation. 
While establishing its brand in MRO market, ST Aerospace moved up the value chain by becoming a retrofit 
solution provider in the turn of new millennium and interior product OEM thereafter. Openness in adopting new 
technologies has helped the company to face the challenges for obsolescence issue in the retrofitting market and 
in competing for sales of interior product (like passenger seats) with the incumbents. 

Under the digitisation efforts spearheaded by ST Engineering, ST Aerospace will leverage the combined strength 
to build up the necessary information so that optimisation can be stretched in its design, process and production. 
Representative examples will be elaborated in the paper. 
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